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一､中文摘要(關鍵詞: 資料探勘､關聯

法則､序列中的關聯法則、序列間的關

聯法則) 
 

在循序樣式的資料庫中，一個交易
(transaction)只包括一個序列(sequence)
且每一個序列皆互為獨立的，彼此不相
關。我們稱此類的資料探勘為序列中的
關聯法則(intra-sequence association 
rules)。我們進一步探討序列間樣式的關
聯，我們稱之為序列間的關聯法則
(inter-sequence association rules)。就我們
所知，目前，並沒有任何的資料探勘的
技術，特別設計來找尋序列間的關聯法
則。而序列間的關聯法則可應用於分析
許多應用層面的資料：如，WWW 的路
徑追蹤樣式、通信資料、疾病症狀、氣
候、股票波動與 DNA 序列等等。 

因此，在本計劃中，我們提出一個
找尋序列間的關聯法則的演算法。首
先，我們使用 PrefixSpan 的演算法找尋
所有的循序樣式，然後使用 level-wise
的演算法檢查序列集合是否為大序列集
合(large sequence-set)。同時，我們將每
一個循序樣式發生的時間紀錄在一個時
間串列中(time point list)，然後，我們將
這些時間串列分成好幾個群組，並將它
們儲存於 L-buckets 中。因為我們使用時
間串列及 L-buckets 加速支持度的計算
(support counting)，使得我們所提出的演
算法比 Apriori-like 演算法更有效率。 
  
英文摘要(Keywords: Data mining, 
Association rules, intra-sequence association 
rules, Inter-sequence association rules) 
 

There are many algorithms proposed 
to find sequential patterns in sequence 
databases where a transaction contains a 
sequence. Previously proposed algorithms 
treat each sequence as an independent one. 

This kind of mining belongs to 
intra-sequence patterns mining, because 
all the patterns found just describe 
characteristics within a sequence. We 
would like to go further to investigate 
relationships between sequential patterns 
in different sequences, called 
inter-sequence association rules mining. 
To the best of our knowledge, there are no 
data mining techniques specially designed 
to analyze the inter-sequence association 
rules. Mining inter-sequence association 
rules is used in many application areas. 
We can use inter-sequence association 
rules to analyze web page traversal, 
telecommunication, disease symptoms, 
weather changes, stock movements, DNA 
sequences, and etc.  

Therefore, in this project, we 
proposed an algorithm to mine 
inter-sequence association rules. First, we 
use the PrefixSpan algorithm to find all 
sequential patterns, and then we use a 
level-wise method to check if an 
sequence-set is large. We use a time point 
list to collect all the time points at which 
sequential patterns occur. Then, we divide 
time point lists into several groups, and 
store them in buckets, called L-buckets. 
Since our proposed algorithm uses L-buckets 
and time point lists to accelerate the process 
of support counting, our proposed algorithm 
outperforms the Apriori-like algorithm. 

 
二､計畫的緣由與目的 

With the increasing of tremendous 
amount of data in various applications, 
mining implicit knowledge from large 
databases has attracted much attention 
recently. There is a large amount of 
valuable information embedded in 
databases or data warehouses which is 
useful for analyzing customer’s buying 



behavior and thus improving the business 
decisions. 

Data mining is an application-specific 
issue and various mining techniques have 
been developed to solve different 
application problems, such as mining 
association rules [2, 3, 6, 13, 15, 17, 18, 
19, 21, 22, 25, 27], classification [1, 5, 11, 
16], clustering [8, 9, 10, 20, 26, 28], 
sequential patterns [4, 14, 23, 24], partial 
periodic patterns [12], and path traversal 
patterns in World Wide Web (WWW) [7]. 

There are many algorithms [4, 14, 23, 
24] proposed to find sequential patterns in 
sequence databases where each 
transaction contains one sequence. 
Previously proposed algorithms treat each 
sequence as an independent one. This kind 
of mining belongs to intra-sequence 
patterns mining, because all the patterns 
found just describe characteristics within a 
sequence. We would like to go further to 
investigate relationships between 
sequential patterns in different sequences, 
called inter-sequence association rules 
mining.  

To the best of our knowledge, there 
are no data mining techniques specially 
designed to analyze the inter-sequence 
association rules. We can use 
inter-sequence association rules to analyze 
web page traversal, telecommunication, 
disease symptoms, weather changes, stock 
movements, DNA sequences, and etc.  

Let’s consider an example. A 
telecommunication company may have 
many mobile phone base stations. The 
order of busy base stations within a call 
can be viewed as a sequence. When we 
mine intra-sequence association rules, we 
may find two association rules: 1) station 
B often becomes busy after station A 
becomes busy; 2) station D often becomes 
busy after station C becomes busy. When 
we mine inter-sequence association rules, 
we may find one more rule: if station B 
becomes busy after station A becomes 
busy some day, another sequential pattern 
(station D becomes busy after station C 
becomes busy) may happen in two hours. 
This rule can help the telecommunication 
company to make an arrangement on 
working schedules and to control the 
message flow.  

Web page traversal also can be 
viewed as a sequence. When we mine 
intra-sequence association rules, we may 
find two association rules. One is that 
users like to browse page B after browsing 
page A, and the other is that users like to 
browse page D after browsing page C. 
When we mine inter-sequence association 
rules, we may find that if a user browses 
page B after browsing page A, he/she is 
very likely to browse page D after 
browsing page C in two days.  

Therefore, in this project, we propose 
an algorithm to mine inter-sequence 
association rules. First, we use the 
PrefixSpan algorithm to find all sequential 
patterns, and then we use a level-wise 
method to check if a sequence-set is large. 
We use a time point list to collect all the 
time points at which sequential patterns 
occur. Then, we divide time point lists 
into several groups, and store them in 
buckets, called L-buckets. Candidates are 
stored in buckets, too, called C-buckets. 
Candidates in the same bucket are very 
likely to need information in the same 
L-buckets. When counting the supports of 
candidates, we treat a C-bucket as a basic 
unit of candidates to be read into the 
memory and thus we just need to read 
relevant L-buckets into the memory. Thus, 
it will improve the performance of our 
proposed algorithm. 
 
三､研究方法與成果 

The problem of mining association 
rules can be decomposed into two steps: 
(1) find all large sequence-sets in a 
database. (2) use the large sequence-sets 
found in step 1 to generate all 
association rules. 

To find all large sequence-sets in a 
database, we first use the PrefixSpan 
algorithm to find all large sequences. For 
each large sequence found, all the time 
points at which the large sequence 
occurs are collected into a corresponding 
time point list. Then, we divide time 
point lists into several groups, and store 
them in buckets, called L-buckets. Then, 
we use a level-wise method to generate 
candidate patterns across different 
sequences and check if a candidate is 



large. Once we generate a candidate, we 
count the support of the candidate. To 
count the support of a candidate, we just 
need to read relevant time point lists.  

If memory is not large enough to contain 
all the L-buckets, we record all L-buckets in 
disk and the L-buckets are clustered in disk. 
We can read L-buckets into memory as 
many as possible. When a needed time point 
list is not in memory, we remove some 
L-buckets not currently needed from 
memory and read the L-bucket that contains 
the time point list into memory. Because of 
candidate generation method, candidates are 
sorted according to their alphabetical order. 
Many successive candidates very likely need 
several common L-buckets. With the 
property, the number of disk accesses can be 
reduced. 

The experimental results show that 
the execution time of the Apriori-like and 
our proposed algorithms increases linearly 
when the number of transactions is 
increased from 10k to 100k. This is 
because there are more transactions for the 
Apriori-like algorithm to scan and check, 
and there are more time points in 
L-buckets for our proposed algorithm to 
check too. As the minimum support 
decreases, the execution time of the 
Apriori-like algorithm and our proposed 
algorithm increases. When the total number 
of items in a transaction increases, the 
execution time increases for both algorithms. 
Under the same support threshold, if the 
average transaction length gets longer, more 
number of candidates needs to be counted. 
When the number of distinct items in the 
database increases, the number of large 
1-itemset increases slightly, but the number 
of large 2-itemsets decreases sharply. 
Because the count of each candidate 
decreases, the number of large sequence-sets 
is smaller and the execution time of both 
algorithms decreases. In summary, our 
proposed algorithm uses L-buckets and time 
point lists to accelerate the process of support 
counting. The construction of time point lists 
and L-buckets is quite straight-forward and 
efficient. Thus, our proposed algorithm 
outperforms the Apriori-like algorithm in 
all cases. 

 

四､結論與討論 
In this project, we proposed an 

algorithm to mine inter-sequence association 
rules in which a rule can be used to describe 
the relationships of patterns among different 
sequences. Its basic idea is to find patterns 
within a transaction first and collect the time 
point lists at the same time. Then, we find 
patterns between different sequences by a 
candidate generation-and-test method. We 
use L-buckets and time point lists to 
accelerate the process of counting support of 
candidates. The construction of time point 
lists and L-buckets is quite straight-forward 
and efficient. The experimental result shows 
that our proposed algorithm is efficient and 
runs much faster than the Apriori-like 
algorithm. 

There are other issues worth further 
study.  First, we are still working on using a 
more efficient data structure, called CHAIN, 
to mine the inter-sequence association rules. 
Second, we only discuss one-dimensional 
sequence relationships, but we may consider 
extending it to multi-dimensional 
relationships, so that we can mine a more 
general rule like “If a user browses page B 
after browsing page A at school, he/she is 
very likely to browse page D after browsing 
page C at home in two days.” Furthermore, 
inter-sequence association rule mining may 
suffer from generating a huge number of 
rules, and we need a way to impose a 
constraint on the mining process to quickly 
find our interested rules. 
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